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Co-Research with Kyoto University

Yushin's design optimization began with research conducted in 
cooperation with Kyoto University.  After successfully optimizing 
end-of-arm tools, Yushin employed the process with HSA, TSXA, 
YC, SXC and now SC robots.

JSPE Young Engineer Award Winner

In 2009, the Japan Society for Precision Engineering awarded their 
"Young Engineer Award"to Yushin engineers for groundbreaking 
work in their project, "Design Optimization of End-of-Arm-Tools for 
Injection-Molding Take-Out Robots."

Example: Traverse Beam Frame

Wait on Traverse

Wait for Descent Order

High-Cycle Motion

Production Status Monitor

Multilingual Display （Japanese + 1 other language standard）

ECO Mode

ECOMonitor®

Corner Shock-Protectors

Mold data memory （for approx. 300 molds）

7.5in full-color touchscreen （TFT LCD display）

OTHER STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Reject Circuit

Initial Shots Discharge Motion

Sampling Motion

Under-Cut Motion

The Lead Through Teaching software allows users to modify robot programs as easily as teaching motions.  An operator can modify  
programs alone, just by using the robot's touchscreen controller, without needing an external computer or specialized programming 
knowledge.  Therefore, users can perform program changes with much less time and expense.

Measurement of Stress （on traverse frame）
Stress Energy = High （hot colors） to Low （cool colors）

A
Teaching data may be backed up on 
SD memory card and easily transferred 
to another robot.

SD Memory Card

B

New TFT LCD touchscreen （30,000 colors） for an even clearer display.

Design Optimization is what Yushin calls the practice of applying CAE 
（Computer-Aided Engineering） to seek the most theoretically optimal 
form for a robot based on its mechanism and motions.
This approach is used to design lighter weight and higher reliability 
into automobiles and aircraft.
By incorporating design optimization, SC series robots enjoy greatly 
enhanced vibration control and faster speeds.

High-Speed Take-Out Robot HSA
Integrates design optimization to unleash world-class speed.

Lead Through Teaching
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